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Assignment 3 for MSI 5307 Storytelling and Marketing: Social Marketing Plan 

Isn’t it unfair that millions of dollars are spent branding and marketing a tube of 

toothpaste and less than a small fraction of that is spent on branding services that people in real 

need could use? Creating accessible solutions for this discrepancy between the creative outputs 

of nonprofits verses the for-profit world is what I am focusing on for my area of social impact.  

Through my classes at Claremont Lincoln University I have been able to research the 

past, present and future of branding in social impact organizations. I am glad to see that the 

general consensus is that there is a growing awareness about the importance and need for good 

branding, design and marketing in mission driven organizations. However, one thing that still 

stands out is that as effective as many of the creative professionals are in helping nonprofits, they 

do not seem to be creating a culture of self-reliance in the organizations that they are helping. 

Teaching nonprofits how to create clear messaging and control their brand internally would 

allow them to increase the impact in the social problems that they are working towards solving.  

Social Impact Goals 

Over the last several years I have been paying close attention to the issues that are the 

underlying cause of a lack of creative messaging from nonprofit organizations. Listening to what 

nonprofit managers and staff say about this subject and their personal experience (see Appendix 

1 for further details) has allowed me to determine three critical needs in order to effectively reach 

my social impact goals: 

1. Clearly articulate to nonprofit organization leaders why a strong brand foundation is 

important to their work. 

2. Create a series of webinars and/or workshops that provide education to nonprofit 

organizations on how to manage their own brand, so that they are knowledgeable and 
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self-reliant in this area of communication. Basically to teach them how to establish 

their brand, remain consistent and keep the focus on the “why” that fuels their 

organization. 

3. Provide services or connect nonprofit organizations to talent that they can use to 

enhance their established brand to take their organization to the next level.  

The Five P’s of Social Marketing 

To solidify my social impact goals I determined the five P’s as described by Kivi Leroux 

Miller. I did this by answering the questions that the author laid out on page 14 of The Nonprofit 

Marketing Guide, and will expand on them in the next few sections.   

1. Product: What do I want people to do and what do they need to be able to do it? I 

want nonprofits to have high quality creative output and have access to design 

resources. I want to teach them how to manage their own brand and how to be 

consistent on their brand message. 

2. Price: What is the cost to make this behavior change? Is it worth it and valuable? 

Through webinars and workshops, the educational cost will be kept low. It would be 

considerably lower and more accessible than hiring a creative professional. It is time-

consuming to implement though and requires a dedicated staff person to follow 

through with what is learnt in the webinars. The value is high, because it makes 

nonprofit organizations self-reliant. 

3. Place: Where will this behavior change take place? When are they thinking about it? 

Easy access is the key to making this idea successful. This would mean online 

webinars and in-person workshops held at convenient times in a convenient location. 
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4. Promotion: What message will make sense to my target audience? How should it be 

delivered? Case studies on how good branding practices allows supports their mission 

and increase their social impact. Better outcomes for dollars spent. Social impact 

website, blogging and blog interviews, Facebook advertising, etc. 

5. Policy: What policies help or hurt when trying to change this behavior? Funding 

restrictions hurt nonprofit marketing plans. On the other hand finding sponsors to 

specifically support a nonprofits marketing efforts is possible.  

Target Audience 

For my target audience I will focus primarily on organizations that are driven to improve 

their local community but have limited access to such services due to knowledge, funding and 

staffing constraints. As recommended by Kivi Leroux Miller, this audience can be further 

segmented into smaller groups (Miller, 2010, p. 43). By using common characteristics I have 

created the following subgroups: 

1. Upper level management in nonprofit organizations – examples include CEOs or 

EDs, Philanthropy Officers and Development Directors. I have included a persona to 

represent this group in Appendix 2. 

2. Development staff in nonprofit organizations. I have included a persona to represent 

this group in Appendix 2. 

3. Founders for new nonprofit organizations or social businesses in the startup phase.  

4. Key influencers and gatekeepers (Miller, 2010, p. 46) – example Board of Directors 

and grant makers in nonprofit organizations. 

Messaging and Marketing Elements 
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Finding the intersection of “what I want them to know and do with what they really care 

about” will be key to creating a clear message (Miller, 2010, p. 58). The messaging will speak 

directly to the frustrations and overwhelm that my nonprofit manager persona and staff persona 

(Appendix 2) feel on a day to day basis (Miller, 2010, p. 57-58). Through case studies and 

interviewing development managers, I will illustrate the importance of branding and how it can 

make internal staff’s daily jobs smoother. It will show them how having a clearly defined 

mission, an established voice and a set of brand guidelines to support their message would make 

it easy for them to determine what each marketing piece or campaign should say, what images 

and colors to use, etc. 

All shared content will be followed up by clear call to actions to either “learn more” or 

“register for a webinar or workshop” depending on the content being shared (Miller, 2010, p. 

57). They will be directed to specific web addresses where the next step can be completed and 

put into action right away. Since I will be charging a small fee for these webinars and 

workshops, showing them the value of what they are purchasing will be important. A cost 

comparison and benefit chart will help potential participants see exactly what they will be 

learning.  

The message will be supported by introductory videos and original images (Miller, 2010, 

p. 64). On my website, I will create a subdomain that is solely dedicated to social impact work. 

Via blog interviews with nonprofit leaders, I’ll highlight their organizations and share their story 

of good work and effective community programs. The goal is that this web space will become an 

in-depth resource and provide an opportunity for nonprofit organizations to promote themselves. 

This content driven strategy goes hand in hand with my word of mouth strategy (Miller, 

2010, p. 117-118) as I would like to establish in person contact with nonprofit organizations in 
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my immediate area (Southern California), and make them aware of locally held workshops. By 

being trustworthy and building a solid track record I am hoping to become a legitimate resource. 

Additionally via the website, blog and social media advertising, I hope to continue to grow my 

email list by offering free downloadable guides and workbooks to nonprofit organizations. This 

email list will be the main avenue for communicating with potential and existing participants 

about upcoming webinar courses and workshops (Miller, 2010, p. 104-106).  

I have also determined that this social impact initiative will be more effective if I involve 

other creative people in the webinars and workshops. For example, including creative writers, 

photographers, videographers and web developers that have a similar understanding of the needs 

of nonprofit organizations would provide valuable information to enhance their brands. In order 

to make these crucial connections and grow my professional network, I frequently attend creative 

business events and connect on social media platforms (Miller, 2010, p. 103). To continue to 

build social capital I will stay in contact with already established nonprofit connections, offering 

advice and thoughts when requested (Miller, 2010, p. 156-158). This supports my mission to 

create greater access for nonprofits to design and branding professionals. 

I am hopeful that the solution of educating nonprofit organizations about branding and 

design will help these organizations be more successful. Nonprofit organizations would be less 

reliant on outside services and be able to redirect their critical resources elsewhere without 

compromising on the effectiveness of their brand and marketing efforts. It also has the potential 

of reducing internal turnover of staff in nonprofit organizations and allow development teams to 

feel more connected to their mission. The messaging shared would reach the people that most 

need to hear it, the ones who benefit from the services they provide and the ones who support it. 
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Appendix 1: Listening and Research 

In The Nonprofit Marketing Guide by Kivi Leroux Miller and The Story Factor by 

Annette Simmons, the authors discuss the importance of listening. Miller goes into detail about 

what listening includes in nonprofit marketing, everything from paying close attention to 

influencers and online sources to market research, conducting surveys and listening to what your 

audience says on social media. I have been listening to what my clients say about their struggles 

in marketing their nonprofits over the last few years. I have also closely followed the innovative 

thought process of creative agencies that are working in similar areas of social impact via 

listening to podcasts, reading books and following online blogs. 

My most significant listening has probably been through extensive research in my 

coursework at Claremont Lincoln University. Here, I have been able to gain an in-depth 

understanding regarding related aspects of nonprofit organizations. For example, in an article 

called No Market for Marketing, published in 2005 in the Stanford Social Innovation Review, the 

author discusses how the use of marketing in nonprofit organizations was lagging considerably 

behind. It was a common occurrence for nonprofits to not even have a basic marketing plan. As 

referenced by Szalavitz, the author, the thought of using traditional business ideas “were seen as 

suspect and potentially contaminating,” (Szalavitz, 2005).  

In the article, Nonprofits Can't Keep Ignoring Talent Development the authors discuss the 

lack of upward trajectory that is found in nonprofits. Their examples of DonoorsChoose.org, 

Good Shepherd Services and Bethesda Mission look at the positive culture created when 

nonprofit executives provide growth opportunities and mentorship to its employees (Landles-

Cobb, Kramer & Milway, 2015). If nonprofits move towards this culture of employee 
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development the education component of my social impact idea can provide the growth that so 

many employees crave and need to perform their jobs better. 

In the blog post Why Great Branding is Non-Negotiable for your Organization, Charity 

Water’s creative director Vik Harrison shares that the organization’s vision from the start was to 

change how nonprofits are viewed and to restore a new generation’s faith in giving to charity. 

Harrison details how Charity Water intentionally grew their brand to empower people to give in 

a fun, trustworthy way (Harrison, 2015). 

To take a look at how nonprofits leaders need to manage the futures of the sector, I 

reviewed the article, How Nonprofit Leadership Prepares for Its Future. In this article, the 

author looks into the skillsets that need to be honed to pass onto future generations - namely, “a 

business head with a charity heart” (Lamb, 2014). 
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Appendix 2: Personas for your target audience 

Persona 1: Justin 

Age: 44 years old 

Job title: Development director at a large local nonprofit organization. 

Education level: Bachelor’s degree. Considering an MA in nonprofit management. 

Primary concerns: Fundraising. Growing the organization. Building a successful team to make 

his day to day life easier. 

Values: Quality. Teamwork. Connecting. Networking. Public recognition. 

He would like the organization to be more brand savvy but does not have the skillset or staff 

currently to pull this off. He would like to have more time to focus on building community 

connections and running a team rather than doing the nitty gritty work.  

Persona 2: Allison 

Age: 26 years old 

Job title: Development team staff at a local nonprofit organization 

Education level: High school diploma. Interested in continued personal growth. 

Primary concerns: How to improve her effectiveness in her organization. She understands social 

media but doesn’t know how to utilize it to the nonprofits’ benefit. She has big ideas on how to 

improve the nonprofit’s reach but doesn’t know how to implement them. She has a natural knack 

for storytelling. 

Values: Compassion. Self-motivation. Change agent. 
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Appendix 3: Editorial calendar 

A sample of the type of editorial calendar I plan to implement as part of my social 

marketing plan (Miller, 2010, p. 132-140). 

 

Content Type 

 

Website 

 

Email Newsletter 

 

Social Media 

Education: Nonprofit 
organizations don’t 
need branding? Think 
again 
Downloadable 
workbook included 

Post on blog 
(education section) 
Oct 1  
CTA: Download 
workbook 

Include image, link 
and excerpt in Oct 
email. 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Promote on LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram Oct 1 
CTA: Register for 
webinar 

Interview: Childrens 
Fund SB 
Development 
Director. Take photos 

Post on blog 
(interview section) 
Oct 15 
CTA: More 
information about 
branding (educational 
blog posts) 

Include link and 
photo in October 
email under “Good 
Work in the IE” 
section (Oct 15) 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Promote on LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram Oct 15 
CTA: More 
information about 
branding (educational 
blog posts) 

Education Clarify 
your mission and 
vision statements 
Downloadable 
worksheet included 

Post on blog 
(education section) 
Nov 1 
CTA: Download 
worksheet 

Include image, link 
and excerpt in Nov 
email. 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Promote on LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram Nov 1 
CTA: Register for 
webinar 

Promotion: Video on 
new webinar launch 

Post on homepage 
Nov 10 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Embed video in Nov 
email. 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Promote on LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram Nov 1 
CTA: Register for 
webinar 

Interview: Habitat for 
Humanity Riverside 
Director. Take photos 

Post on blog 
(interview section) 
Nov 15 
CTA: More 
information about 
branding (educational 
blog posts) 

Include link and 
photo in October 
email under “Good 
Work in the IE” 
section (Nov15) 
CTA on newsletter: 
Register for webinar 

Promote on LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram Nov 15 
CTA: More 
information about 
branding (educational 
blog posts) 
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